
$7,998,000 - 2516 Temple Hills Drive, Laguna Beach
MLS® #NP24022208

$7,998,000
5 Bedroom, 6.00 Bathroom, 5,514 sqft
Residential on 3 Acres

Temple Hills, Laguna Beach, CA

This luxurious gated estate, in the heart of
Laguna Beach, is an unparalleled coastal
sanctuary. The sprawling estate unveils itself
with breathtaking ocean panoramas on 3
tranquil acres, complete with vast landscaping.
Its mid-LB Temple Hills location offers
convenient access to nearby tennis courts and
phenomenal hiking trails, all while maintaining
the serenity of a secluded and gated location,
yet still offering convenient access to Laguna
Beach's finest dining only moments away.
Designed by renowned architect Mark Singer,
this luxurious 5,514 square foot Santa
Barbara-Tuscan Mediterranean masterpiece
embodies meticulous craftsmanship and
unmatched quality. The elegant interiors
seamlessly blend high-end materials, like
custom travertine and slate, exposed maple
beams that grace the ceilings, and fireplaces
adorned with classic plaster mantles. A Haven
for Relaxation and Entertainment, this grand
estate boasts 8 meticulously appointed rooms,
5 spacious bedrooms and 5  baths, each
offering a haven of tranquility. The grand
primary suite is a private oasis with ultimate
comfort and convenience and features an
ocean-facing jetted bathtub, gym, and a
relaxing steam sauna. Gather for laughter and
entertainment in the expansive recreation
room or the charming library, with its
wood-paneled office. Host memorable
gatherings with the benefits of dedicated guest
quarters. A true highlight is the exquisite
900-bottle wine cellar, perfect for connoisseurs



and entertainers alike. The seamless floor plan
effortlessly connects the expansive living
areas to multiple decks and five bal

Built in 2003

Additional Information

City Laguna Beach

County Orange

Zip 92651

MLS® # NP24022208

Bedrooms 5

Bathrooms 6

Square Ft 5,514

Lot Size 3.18

Neighborhood OC - LAGUNA BEACH (92651)

Garages 3
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